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Abstract
Nowadays, identity-based client authentication (e.g., by username/
password) over SSL is the standard for user authentication on the Web. In
particular, browser-based federated identity management (FIM) protocols
prefer this technique to authenticate customers due to its user-convenience
and lightweight access management. However, recent attacks known as
phishing provide evidence that this authentication scheme is vulnerable to
identity theft. As a consequence, FIM-protocols are likewise threatened
by online-fraud. More dramatically, since FIM-protocols grant access to
a federation of services with solely a single identity, a misuse affects many
services equally. Therefore, we propose to define a secure mode (FIM-M),
which downgrades malicious features of web browsers in the case of FIM
and let us more concisely reason about the security of FIM-protocols.
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Background

Single sign-on approaches aim to offering one-click features across the entire
world-wide web [5]. Ideally, a password and some clicks should transfer both
the user’s identity and relevant user information (also called attributes as generalizing term), which were deposited at a trusted third party acting as credential
supplier. The main goal is to provide a user with a single identity (federated
identity) for ease-of-use that she can reliably reuse in a federation of trusted services. Several proposals for federated identity management (FIM) protocols have
been made so far. Examples include the Shibboleth project [1], Liberty Single
Sign On [11], .NET passport [12], SAML [2], or WS-Federation [4]. The chief
requirement on above mentioned FIM-protocols is that a standard web browser
should be able to provide a federated identity. An additional aggravation is that
the user should be able to access her federated identity independently of her location, such as at Internet kiosks. Hence, all one can rely on is a web browser
supporting standard web languages, and in particular transport protocols, such
as HTTP triggered over SSL.
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Recent studies point out (e.g., [3]) that such a setting is susceptible to socalled phishing attacks. Adversaries imitate the look and feel of legitimate web
sites including tampering with SSL security indicators to lure ordinary users
to counterfeit web sites and suggest users to disclose their identity. By the
day, destined services (e.g., online-banking) are threatened by these attacks.
In mid-term, we expect that phishing attacks will also proliferate and affect
FIM-services:
• The idea of federated identities was originally to advance electronic commerce (ecommerce) and thus tailored to a wide range of consumers. Having our lessons learned, we must not presuppose that most of these consumers are highly security-diligent. In our opinion, the use of SSL in
FIM-protocols is the only cryptographic mechanism we can rely on, if we
consider a minimal setting, i.e. the user is equipped with a standard web
brower solely. Unfortunately, ordinary users—the peak of consumers we
consider—are unable to trustworthily identify an SSL-protected connection (e.g., all bogus phishing sites might have been disclosed, if a user had
properly verified the server certificate). Consequently, we must assume
that stealing a federated identity is feasible with means, phishing attacks
currently use.
• Identity theft on the Internet is linked to misuse (more precisely, to money
laundering) and mostly yields financial losses of a betrayed customer.
Therefore, financial services are lucrative targets. However, as the attack’s nuisance increases both in volume and sophistication, adversaries
will focus on emerging new markets. We believe that phishing attacks
will unfurl in ecommerce services as commerce of today provides a variegated portfolio of services offering phishers a plethora of new applications
(e.g., Pay-per-Download, Voice-over-IP) indirectly leading to comparable
monetary enrichment. Unfortunately under this circumstances, a compromised federated identity equals a complimentary ticket to a federation of
services.
Based on this, we conclude that by today FIM does not achieve in practice a
sufficient level of security to protect users from misuse of their identity, although
recent work [8, 7] attempted to formally analyze some FIM-protocols in security models (to prove security properties, such as authentication under certain
assumptions). Hence, a weak level of security is crucial for a long-term establishment of federated identities and it is mandatory to update future releases of
web browsers; it is essential to discuss new security features filling the gap to
secure the technology of federated identity management.
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Our proposal

Several browser-based approaches have been made to counteract phishing attacks. However, these approaches are tangential to our proposal. Since the ideas
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deter phishing attacks, they also counter federated identity theft. Nevertheless,
regarding protection of FIM-services, we have to bear in mind their specific
requirements:
Usability A key requirement is ease-of-use. Users may not be distracted from
any sophisticated interaction. Therefore, the user interface of a web
browser is an essential part in browser-based FIM-protocols. Moreover,
it is important that a web browser relaxes the user’s burdens. Ideally,
browser and server should reclusively interact to establish a trusted channel, i.e. the user must be relaxed to verify the security properties. Unfortunately, a web browser is unaware of the higher protocol it is involved in:
In common security protocols, principals are assumed to execute precisely
the security protocol under consideration unless they are corrupted. A
browser, in contrast, reacts on a set of predefined messages, adds information to responses automatically, and stores certain information such as
histories in places, which cannot always be assumed to be secure. This
is a security concern having direct impact on the security of the higher
protocol (see, e.g., [6] for a concrete real world attack scenario on SAML.).
We call such a party (like the browser) protocol-unaware.
Restrictivity FIM provides access to a federation. These federations are closed
groups of services, which share a trust relationship according to security
policies. A major benefit in comparison to unique services is that we are
able to stipulate a federated security policy. As we define how services
communicate among each others, how they negotiate and access credentials, we can prerequisite how services are presented. Note that this is a
complete new situation. A widely accepted position is that the limitation
of modern web languages (e.g., JavaScript, ActiveX) narrows the attraction of the Internet. We fully agree with this opinion. Indeed, it is not
practicable to reduce all features of modern web design in a general case.
However, in a closed group we can more easily enforce that services follow common design principles, as we are able to define federated security
policies.
We propose to trigger the browser into a special mode (FIM-M) that tames
the browser into a high security mode and follows both security guidelines.
This is mandatory because the browser is protocol-unaware. Solely if we tame
the browser we can expect how a FIM-protocol adheres. In other words, if
we anticipate the states of a web browser, we are able to point out a sound
protocol run and reason about the security. As mentioned before in, e.g., [8, 7]
the authors already elaborated a model to analyze browser-based protocols.
In detail, FIM-M limits features, which can be potentially misapplied to
trick the user about a web site’s authenticity.1 Concretely, we propose to reduce the browser to the notion of “zero-footprint”, i.e. the browser supports
solely rudimentary web language features. We do not claim that “zero-footprint”
1 Note that this requirement does not protect against any malware attack. This is out of
our scope.
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solves completely the problem of identity theft, but rather domesticates adversaries. Our goal is to prohibit the fakeability of security-relevant parts of the
user-interface. A moderately educated user should always be able to see properly displayed security and connection information. Today, web browsers are
augmented with masses of features that obfuscate the real presentation. For
instance, an adversary is still able to remotely turn off the address bar (displaying the domain name—one fundamental indicator of a web site’s authenticity).
Finally, we must return to the point that users “see what they get”. Second,
we must ensure that users are able to understand SSL. However, this is an
awkward task, as a “non-cryptographer” ought to understand how to properly
indicate a trustworthy SSL-connection. We believe that today’s web browser
do not provide the required convenience of non-cryptographers; vice versa, we
have to accept that users (or a notable amount of them) will never provide the
required diligence of cryptographers; security is made for laymen, and not for
those who are experts in protecting themselves. Therefore, we encourage work
that deploys non-cryptographic means to display security parameters. In this
line, we see fruitable examples, such as Trustbar [9] or DPA [10], which deploy
visual representations of cryptography.
A challenge we face is how to activate this mode. We prefer a remote activation to again relax the user’ s burdens. Ideally, this can be achieved, when
browsers would automatically detect FIM-protocols (e.g., by recognizing a special HTML tag). This is not a crucial task as we wrap the browser into a
secure mode and tame his functionality. An adversary would rather intend to
find means how to circumvent this mode, i.e. to gain access to features laying
the grounds of his attack. Today, users can manually realize some rudimentary
aspects of FIM-M. For instance, the IE6 provides to configure Internet zones,
which set up security levels. However, this feature is rarely used because (a) a
user must take care of the configuration and (b) must verify, if indeed the level
has been activated. Vice versa, a remote activation has the advantage that the
FIM-provider could ensure a client’s browser is securely wrapped.
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Summary and Future Work

In a discussion we would like to contribute two parts.
• First, we outline the peril current web authentication mechanisms pose
on federated identity management. For the sake of briefness, we focus
our discussion on browser-based protocols and pinpoint flaws, which were
found in the past and outline features that in particular threat the security
of FIM-protocols.
• Second, we sketch a wish list of features and non-features we expect in
future releases of web browsers to fulfill a high level of security. We see
the web browser as the most important responsibility for the wide-spread
adaption of FIM. As the user’s interface to a federation of services, security
features of a web browser mainly will impact trust in federated identities.
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